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Abstract 

The goal of this paper is to report about the content management framework and the structure service-functions 
of the services developed by SZIE by the experiences gained during the first 3 months of the eFARMER project. 
This functionalities and the content management framework were specified according to generic needs, namely it 
will have to support the development those service modules that are adaptable for each V4 country. The services 
and content of eFARMER were designed on the grounds of West-European solutions.  
Keywords: agricultural information management, electronic content management, information brokering, 
subsidy claim submission 

1. Introduction 
The eFARMER project will become a cross-border service of V4 Countries after the 26 months of development, 
which aims to help the target groups (farmers and consultants) in the access of up-to-date CAP content and in the 
submission of claims to the rural payment agencies. The Project is implemented within the framework of EDC 
11221 Contract of the European Commission DG Information Society and Media eContent Programme. (The 
homepage of the consortium is: http://www.efarmer.sk, the homepage of developers in Gödöllı is: 
http://miau.gau.hu/efarmer) 
The contractors of the Project’s consortium are composed of: Novitech a.s (NT) – Slovakia, Kosice, Szent István 
Egyetem (SZIE) – Hungary, Gödöllı, Kis- és Középvállalkozások Egyesülete (KKVE) – Hungary, Budapest, 
Mendelova Zemědelská a Lesnická Univerzita v Brně (MZLU) – the Czech Republic, Brno, Krajova Rada Izb 
Rolniczych (KRIR) – Poland, Warsaw, Slovenská Poľnohospodárska a Potravinárska Komora (SPPK) – 
Slovakia, Bratislava, Slovenská Poľnohospodárska Univerzita (SAU) – Slovakia, Nitra, FAO-SEUR. 
We have to emphasize the relevance of R+D project in agricultural information management: The social, 
political and economic importance of the agriculture is evident for the public in the reflection of the structure of 
EU budget, the yearly emerging farmer demonstrations, the food security and epidemic scandals. All that kind of 
subsidy (e.g. development of agricultural information processes), which helps to ballast this strategic sector, has 
an evident importance. 



2. The key of sustainability is a good business model 

 
Fig.1: Business Model (source: http://www.efarmer.sk/gwf/Images/model/eFarmer%20Businesss%20model.jpg) 

 
The tasks of the consortium members can be defined on the base of the project’s business model emerging for 
sustainability: NT and SZIE are responsible for forming out the eFARMER framework services. NT’s task is to 
certify the handling of subsidy claim forms (dynamic content), SZIE’s task is to handle all kind of information in 
connection with subsidy request (static content). The other consortium members help with their critical 
comments in forming out the user-friendly services, and they are also are responsible for establishing the 
eFARMER network (consultants and clients) and the country specific professional knowledge. Everybody’s task 
is to provide the accumulating knowledge in such form and structure for user groups with different demand that 
their understanding may be interpreted as a (self) e-learning kind of service. The NT’s and SZIE’s task is also to 
hold in view the possibility of extension for other EU member states (Baltic states) the multilingual solution 
worked out for the V4 countries. 

3. Task delimitation 
Before setting up the detailed list of SZIE’s tasks, it’s important to define those elements, which are NOT part of 
the eFARMER services, which cannot be brought to book on the planned services: 

− the eFARMER project doesn’t take any state, authority owned (e-government) tasks, but wish to be the 
part of these processes within the given possibilities in frames of law (cf. online claim submission) 

− the eFARMER project doesn’t collect statistical data, doesn’t undertake any research tasks (e.g.: 
enterprise comparison), but may support these kind of analyses with the aggregation of internal data and 
with processing external, public data assets (coming from e.g. FADN, MIS and the National Statistical 
Institute), 

− the eFARMER project doesn’t complement the absence of the Information Systems of agricultural 
enterprises, but wish to lean on the data which is originated from the accounting and analytical systems in 
order to handle data related to the claims correctly, 

− the eFARMER project is not a new news agency with own reporters/reporter network, it uses basically 
online sources and filters and structures their related news. 



4. Tasks of SZIE 
The tasks of SZIE can be divided into two important phase: on one hand the development of the prototype of the 
static content-services and on the other hand customizing the prototype for user demands to provide the service 
itself. In the development phase (based on a demand survey) the next task can be interpreted: 

− The partners of eFARMER services (like farmers, consultants, education institutions) should be specified 
along with the relevant content. It means those knowledge-elements that are important to be known for 
filling the application forms. It’s quite obvious that the following documents/data would be important 
elements of this knowledge base: guidelines for subsidy schemes; news concerning national and 
community subventions or competition advantage of given group of farmers; other legal or professional 
documentations, numeric data which can be put into tables (like land use statistics); special multimedia 
(from the radio or TV) and map (ortophoto-maps and any background documents) objects. (The scope of 
the planned functionalities is so wide that its structure and description can be presented only as an Annex, 
see in: http://miau.gau.hu/efarmer/menu/storyboard.xls) 

� For this aim, all external sources should be specified which might be involved in the content 
providing (e.g. national and international news agencies, governmental organisations of agro 
economic sector).  

� A primary information system also has to be developed, which handles the data arises within 
the services (system log and CRM-database) and which becomes the base of any customised 
services.  

� There should be an intermediate system of the automatic and human-performed/-controlled 
translation between the handling of internal and external knowledge. These translations arise 
under external the influences by the help of internal resources, but they are not really primary 
knowledge elements.  

− After the specification of internal, external and intermediate content, this content has to be put into a 
systematised format. In parallel with this activity, those functions also have to be developed that will 
make up the main part of the service (e.g. news agency, newsletters, FAQ, electronic full-text document 
repository, alpha-numeric database and its queries, multimedia and map providing service, and also the 
handling principles of different language versions concerning the previous functions)  

− After specifying the target groups and service modules, the strategies of content upload and maintenance 
(job descriptions for the information brokers) have to be lay down. Those administration desktops (e.g. 
forms and batch uploading) and procedures (keyword assignment, handling of access rights, initiation of 
new structures and functions) also have to be worked out which make possible an efficient service.  

After putting into shape the plans, namely laying down the theoretical foundation of the unified content 
management system the following objectives have to be realised:  

− The demo versions and prototypes of each module have to be developed. 
− The target groups have to be made acquainted with them and after that the modules have to be modified 

according to the feedbacks in iterative way.  
− The long-term, sustainable supporting, maintenance background should be established for the services, 

which can be considered as functionally, stable ones.  

5. Accomplishments of SZIE in the first quarter 
The following presentation demonstrates the basic structure of services: 
http://miau.gau.hu/efarmer/menu/storyboard.xls. The road towards this complexity has led through the following 
stages: 
5.1. Legitimating 
References: Of course there is no developer who starts working out such an information system without any 
practical and professional experiences. The Department of Business Informatics of SZIE (partly together with 
foreign partners) has been continuously engaged in the planning and development of content providing solutions. 
The most important steps of this process were the followings:  

− Creation an own online journal, digital library and experimental workshop of content providing 
(http://miau.gau.hu), and after that: 



− Maintenance of the online content related to the Hungarian agricultural extension system 
(USAID/ACDIVOCA, ill. FVM R+D project: like the Catalogue of Hungarian Agro-Information 
Sources) This service can be considered as the “ancestor” of startlap.hu, thus it was basically a special 
news agency and knowledge structuring solution (http://miau.gau.hu/mf/), 

− Our Department carried out to develop many modules of a potential university information system 
financed by FPFP, OM and SZIE. These solutions are: online partner register; database of publications, 
projects, events, fellowships; batch data upload solutions; “news agency” (news, deadlines, marks).  

− Upon the request of Agricultural Research Institute (AKI), the Ministry of Agriculture (FVM) and the 
Office of the Prime Minister (MEH), as a member of an international consortium, the Department was 
involved in the country-level planning processes, in the surveying the register of domestic animals and in 
the analysing the GIS possibilities, which led to IACS system. (PITLIK 2003, PITLIK 2002.), 

− Our Department planned the information system of the rural and regional development on behalf of 
OMFB, which offers online supplying of data and analysis services. (PITLIK, 2001), 

− We evaluated the anomalies of the online information providing and the chances of information co-
operatives within the framework of Széchenyi Plan and the National R+D Programme (NKFP) and the 
joining to the international PPP-initiatives. (http://miau.gau.hu/periszkop, PETİ 2003, OROSZ 2004/a, 
OROSZ 2004/b), 

− The Department participated in the planning and testing the online information system tourism initiated 
by the Ministry of Economy and Hungarian Tourism PLC. 

− We are also involved in the development of the information portal supervised by the National Office for 
research and Technology (NKTH), which is intended to support the Hungarian regional innovation 
processes.  

− The Department is in cooperation with those expert group appointed by the Ministry of Agriculture 
(FVM) and supervised by KSZI and KÁTKI for the purpose of the planning processes of a expertise 
information system. (http://miau.gau.hu/osiris) 

− In addition, our Department is close connection with numerous Hungarian and foreign IT-companies and 
sector modelling workgroups, which provide the theoretical background of agricultural politics. (e.g. 
http://www.agp.uni-bonn.de) 

Survey of demand: On the basis of these experiences an online content providing concept was formed tested 
through online questionnaires and personal interviews in order to accelerate the eFARMER project and ensure 
the legitimacy of development plans. This concept would like to cover the whole range of potential services, like 
the well-known basic services (like the management of news and documents), OLAP solution (cf. FAO 
database), which is quite rare in the public sector and online analyses, which are mainly under development. 
Therefore we collect the opinions of 32 organisations, which are responsible for the economic development in 
Hungary (foundation members of regional innovation agencies), and other 43 enterprises, municipalities and 
other institutes through interviews and online questionnaires. 
The respondents verified clearly that our unified content providing concept of eFARMER is needed, achievable 
and useful for the Hungarian agricultural sector. Besides this, we evaluated the latest survey of the Hungarian 
Association of Craftsmen’s Corporations (IPOSZ) about the factors that hold up the development of economy. 
However, IPOSZ didn’t deal with agricultural organisations, but it can be stated, that there is no significant 
difference among sectors from the point of view of information management aspects and technologies; 
arrangement models. This experience also verifies the importance of this unified content providing concept. 
The Department has established relations with the developers of the widely used farm information system (e.g. 
PROGIS, Austria), and those experts (e.g. in JLU Giessen, Germany) who have great experiences in special 
customised portal development.  
We assume according to the business model of eFARMER that the actual service of V4 countries will be 
extendable over for example the newly joining countries. In order to be able to discover the national specialities 
and monitoring the changes, we have started to establish relations on expert-level with the Baltic States, 
Romania and Slovenia from the beginning of the project.  
5.2. Strategic decision 
The unified content management system, as a principle (conception, strategy) is authenticated by more side. For 
realizing this, to adjust the system for given amount of content two choice is given: own development or 
acquiring and adapting the existing service modules. SZIE has decided for the of cost efficient and dynamic 



development (and facing with the fragmented market solutions), to form and to serve all the necessary services 
in own development – keeping the developer’s whole liberty, which is the base of flexibility and client-
orientation (personalisation). The unified content management principles help in that too, to reduce the mystic 
elements of know-how protection which arises in the case of boxed solutions, as the architectural elements of IT-
solutions hasn’t changed since the beginning of computerisation (e.g.: input forms, checking algorithms, 
entitlements, status variables, data tables and databases, queries, menu, hyperlinks, client-server architecture, 
migration, interface etc…) only the shape of accomplished buildings have became more and more complicated. 
5.3. Principles and examples of the unified content management system  

5.3.1. General concepts 
Supply controlled development: In the first phase of content development the development is basically supply 
controlled, otherwise the aim of a development team is to list the best practises (cf. 
http://miau.gau.hu/efarmer/menu/storyboard.xls) from domestic and international sources by technological and 
content side too. 
Theory of reflection: On the base of the best technologic and content solutions, a content providing project has 
to plan the reflection of the image of the adapted target group of international practice. In the frame of this, place 
has to be ensured for all the explored information-carrier content and for the technology which serves it. 
Optimisation: The fine-tuning of the planning phase containing a wide spectrum of services may happen only 
on the base of the potential/concrete order restrictions, and after the survey of the usage habits. The service set of 
contents and technologies are figured out along fine-tuning, which affects continuously the refreshing of the 
menu structure of the service, for active (questioning the users) communication. 
Users’ behaviour: Logging the usage, customizing services on the base of logging, and tracking the 
contentment of users with classical marketing methods is unavoidable. All the explored services with own 
discrete properties have to be classed to the best practise, as about their opinions and sources from users are the 
most rarely available for outer observers. 
5.3.2. Content specific aspects: 
The online/offline communication can be segmented into the following types of information – which is almost 
independent from the content: 

− News: Short textual messages, which aims to attract the attention to the existence of an other object 
(systematised data, document, multimedia object, map). Known categories of news agency service are: 
internal (system) news, news for partners (e.g. announcements, useful web pages), newsletters, FAQs, 
thematic press observation, translation of international news and the archive. Structural hazard: Long 
complex news can be considered as a document, as well as the abstract of a document can be worked as a 
news. 

− Systematised data: Such types of knowledge that publish or generate tables or diagrams about mainly 
transparent phenomena. Known services are: data providing in known, fixed structure (like statistical 
reports which might be transferred into an OLAP database), multidimensional databases (like the FAO 
database, CRM databases). Structural hazard: transferring these reports into a database usually results in 
incomplete and inconsistent data asset. In some cases (like diagrams, maps) this process affects the loss of 
data or loss of accuracy because of the inaccuracy of reading or the interval-based portraying.  
Information linked to maps can be assigned to other units. 

− Documents: In this group can be found those pieces of knowledge which are about content with diverse 
complexity but usually it is really hard to systematise them. They are usually in textual form; their 
reasoning and aims of publishing might be unclear. Known types are: legal texts (primer texts and their 
interpretations), standards, essays, publications, materials of courses, project documentations, etc. 
Structural hazard: anything might be considered as a document. 

− Multimedia objects: Voices, pictures, movies that usually can be used only after professional analysis 
and keyword-assignment. Therefore they almost useless for automatic searching (which also means a 
structural hazard), but they can be used as annexes in some cases.  

− Maps: This group can be a unit on its own or might be classified into the Multimedia group depending on 
whether it helps users as an active GIS-application or they can use it simply as a picture. 

− Applications: Here can be found those services, which support not only the recognition of a given 
information (like the above mentioned categories – cf. data support), but they can deduce new, case-
specific information from relatively high number of coherent information-elements (cf. decision support). 



Typical online or offline services are: loan ranking, electronic marketplaces, forecasting, object 
comparison, expert systems, document management, groupware software, tender tracking, business plan 
making (however, some of them are not really well-known). 

5.3.3. Roles and activities:  
The following roles can be defined concerning the management of knowledge assets: 

− Information broker: the information broker is in charge for having the best fitting knowledge elements 
for the given decision problem in the requested form, language, at validity and at time. 

− Data-miner: he/she is in charge for getting new conclusions from that existent knowledge with mainly 
automated analysing methods (developed by mathematicians), which hasn’t existed before (e.g.: forecast, 
segmentation, modelling, simulation). 

− Knowledge engineer: His/her task is to place the conclusions/connections (established by human or 
automatic support) were into usefully question/answer systems for the users (cf. expert system). 

− Database-expert: The data collected by the information broker gets into structures, which will support 
later use optimal. 

− Software developer: generating the computer executable version of connections between phenomena 
from people heads. 

− Manager of the information processes: assigning the tasks for all the above-mentioned jobs, setting 
them up into process. 

− IT engineer: ensures the stable operation of processes based on computers. 
5.3.4. Functionalities and their principles: 

− Online library catalogue: It would be needed that a professional or organisation records those 
documents that may be important for the users or a group of them in a library catalogue This professional 
or organisation adjudges the importance these documents at the same time. The classic function (the 
recorded data) of the catalogue should be enhanced by the information about access rights, the ways of 
online accounting (ePayment methods, keywords, target groups, document groups etc.).  

− eLibrary: Sooner or later some of the recorded documents can be gained as full text documents. In case 
of them the system must be prepared for the parallel providing in different, format (e.g. (a) PDF, and the 
different level of access within this format, (b) DOC, RTF, which should support the joint, proof-based 
work, (c) ZIP, ARJ, which might support the faster download in some cases). The system should be 
prepared for handling of related abstracts, presentations, appendices, translations and references. 

− Expert system: The expert system does not mean either a final product or a closed service in this case but 
it means a framework is able to arrange professional content in a Questions-Answers format without any 
overlaps or omissions. The application chooses the answer to the pre-defined questions from list set up by 
the professionals of the project. There is a technically correct (user specific or case specific) answer based 
on experts’ opinions or induction for each element of this combinatorial space also with the value of 
probable correctness of the conclusion (CNF) in certain cases. Typical scope of expert systems would be 
found in the representation of laws, workflows; and in the support of diagnostic, qualifying tasks.  

− OLAP, data visualisation, and data mining: We can identify numerous sub-processes in the 
background of every business phenomenon, whose certain interactions cause business success. So the 
business planning would be to discover the conformations of relevant factors in the past and plan their 
course in the future. Analyses of the past mean mainly the ability of querying information stored in 
databases and visualising the result. Proving the assumptions for the future with basing on the data from 
the past is the task of Data Mining. Result of a data mining process is finding connections or making 
forecasts. The data asset of an online OLAP service might consist of the log-data of its own services and 
other received (e.g. CRM-like) data. 

− Object comparison: This solution also deals with the data asset discovered by OLAP applications. In this 
case users look for the answer to the following typical questions: Which objects look alike the most? How 
far looks alike each compared object to an ideal object? What kind of changes of attributes result that a 
given object overtakes another one in the gradiation of similarity? Which objects seem to be more 
effective in the analysis of a given input-output (producing or price-performance) process? A special 
aspect of this file is: how can be the similarity visualised (cf. graphic expert systems, like potential star 
method and numeric similarity: similar time series). Defining the extent of similarity may be followed by 



an iterative one, along which till the extent of differences it will be derived what changes in case of future 
events, if the most comparing input (past) signs are comparing only partially (cf. CBR) 

− CRM: In case of every service would be important to register clients, partners, connected individuals or 
organisations. The basic database of CRM is the log-database that can show which group of users how 
used the system. Besides this, other data asset can be recorded or bought as well to complete the CRM 
database.  

− Customizing: If the service can be specified according to users/user groups, then it would be necessary to 
develop (automatically) user-specific navigation and/or help. This kind of service may enhance the 
satisfaction of (VIP-) users. Probably the most appropriate way of customising would be the automatic re-
generation of the elements of menu-tree (cf. the menu system of the latest MS Office versions) according 
to the statistic of usage. 

− Support of searching: Customizing is only one of the navigation (menu-based) services. Probably the 
most important supporting solution to handle numerous and heterogeneous knowledge-element is the 
searching. The efficiency of an information system is fundamentally determined by the way of handling 
the unsystematised elements/files and the rate of systematisation. It means that a given part of knowledge 
is forced into a pre-defined structure. This structure determines at the same time, how it can be made 
transparent for the users:  The first option is the meta-database, which gives what kind of elements are in 
a certain structure. The second option is the group of manual indices and grouping, which links the object 
to a target group identified by an expert. The third option is the group of mathematical 
algorithms/theories. They don't “understand” this set of unsystematised signs in human terms, but it is 
really likely that they give us appropriate results (by the help of using thesauruses or measuring the 
distance between words etc.). 

− Handling translations, strategy of appearance in foreign language: In international field there is no 
point in appearing with national language based news, documents, databases, multimedia objects, maps 
and with applications. Thus it’s a basic expectation, that all the knowledge items formed in any national 
language based, shall be extended with manual or automatic translation in the scope of more and more 
other language. This goal can be reached at the most simple by national language based indexing 
(defining keywords), or occasionally after automatic indexing supporting search, as word or expression 
translation is not an achievement. Translating classical long texts from any national language is not yet 
solved till the extent of comestible reading, so a similar service is practical to supply with an external 
partner (cf. Babelfish) 

Measurement of efficiency, monitoring: Any information system is efficient only in that case, when the 
frequency of download of the stored information/knowledge (cf. logging the search strings, navigation paths), 
the potential deficiencies and the properties of discrete user habits are monitored with enough particularity. For 
these basic expectations LOG analyses is needed. Beside these the user ads have to be followed which may come 
from own forms, from the central e-mail address and from the forums/news groups. The FAQ head shall be 
edited after the earlier inputs, and the FAQ calls attention for deficiencies. Beside online channels, the mail, fax 
and phone based comments would be an important input as well as own online or offline measuring of the users’ 
satisfaction (questionnaires, interviews, etc.) 

6. Summary 
In this paper we would like to summarise all we feel necessary to know about the generic content management in 
the eFARMER project. The detailed service-framework can be found in the referred XLS-file which might make 
for as a unified map of functionalities at the same time with continous maintanance. Our visitor can follow the 
development of service-demos in the webpages of the project, meanwhile we are working on the userfriendly 
layouts and supplementary functions t the backstage. 
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